
KIGO: Cool or coolness 
Cosmos 

Yukuharu Haiku Society For September, 1978 , 

Full moon 

Moving without sound i......, . �-0 :,.\ ..... _.,,u· shadows against my window... ��..,,. 
moon in autumn wind 

2. Heavy dew tonight ••• 
walking barefoot on the grass 
the coolness of it 

3. Leaves blowing around 
themselves in the autumn winds ••• 
to rake to smell smoke 

4. Blown drops of water 
from childrens' fountain refresh 
and cool old woman 

5. Well bucket handle 
'1 in water with reflected .!!!Q.Q!! - 1 (�) 

too full to carry! 

6. Why from cosmos bud 
does yellow petal spin out -
Oh - small butterfly! 

7. ·Tall bubbling fountain-
enjoying its misty cool 
a tiny green frog 

A knarled branch of pine 
reaches "toward 0the:coolriess 
of a nearby spring 

Climbing.a long hill 
pausing midway in the cool 
shade of a big oak (!) 

22 •. A soft orange glow ••• 
edge of the· full moon appears 
caps city skyline 

23. Two old friends talking 
combining words and souls with 
cool sips of sweet wine 

24. While trying to change 
the burnt out light on front porch 
full moon gives guidance 

25. Neon lighted street: 
framed by two green traffic lights 
luminous full moon 

26. Riding cool night air 
a lonesome coyote's howl 
rips the hem of sleep 

27. Sturdy red cosmos 
reflect fire of summer sun 
forecast autumn frost 

28. With the cooling breeze 

29. 

30. 

through the open door - the sound 
of children playing 

The pet cosmos pot 
shattered on the kitchen floor -
watered by her tears 

Above synagogue's 
Star of Solomon - full moon 
and distant wailing 

10. Against the full moon, 
silhouette of a lone pine; 
an airplane intrudes 

31. Easing the darkness 

11. 

12. 

@ 
13. 

14. 

In evening coolness, 
children tussling on the grass ••• 
school starts tomorrow -- ------�-- - - - -
Riding together ••• 
even horses breathe softly Is'(�-� J 
under the full moon 

A cool afternoon -
red chili peppers in rows 
hang from the lath fence 

Tall golden cosmos; / among their fell petals 
//(� a bluejay's feather 

The full moon rises; 
clusters of sharp pine needles 1(/A,.,,J.....,J 
capture _its soft curve -·--p 

32. 

33. 

e 
34. 

35. 

36. 

from the eastern �ky, the moon 
rises, and rises ••• 

In the coolness here 
the windmill at Green Gulch Farm 
turns very slowly 

Come now my youpg'. . wife 
and view the.full moon with me ••• 
as I turn fifty... ,�t&.Lt.J 
Watching the full moon, 
she moves her hand now and then-
lighting her diamond I I> ( Jt;;:;._.) 
Stonehenge at twilight: 
I have flown across the 
to see the full moon 

world 

Brilliant blue-w:iftged fly 
for one moment on a leaf 
b3.rely visible 

t(� 

16. On such a cool day 37. A dead valcano 
the bee stays longer ins.ide 

\ the morning-glory 
the luster of black lava 

.) under the full moon 1/JW4C.� 

1?. 

0 

The camera clicks: 
My mother picking cosmos 
forever today 

38. Coolness of morning 
lingering in the valley 
glacier-scarred granite 

18. Receiving a guest 39. In autumn darkness 

20. 

21. 

grumbling because he can't bring 
the full moon indoors 

Across the full moon 40. 

only glow of a streetlight 
then an open door 

In this night of wind 
legions of migrating geese 
shadows wing southward 

and howling, only full moon 

� ''• 
seems to remain still 

(;It�.�:° �- 41. Through glare of window, In twilight's coolness 
the fragrant garden is 
a late nighthawk calls 

At night the garden 

still - � view of cool mountain shadows 
, I , makes striking contrast 

loses its colored array -
one white cosmos shines 

•4'
"'1 

\.1. �- rapped by spider web, 

\Alk -i('\\ . J _
here once it flew so freely: 

--v, � Jc=.Z...Jicm�n maple leaf 

Copies by courtesy of 
+��� �- :�-• _:: • -;, -<,,L. 

�j�����;,, � 



43. Awaken Cosmos! 
-Night has surrendered to dawn 
and stars are fading 

A cool autumn breeze, 
Saturday contentment earned 
and new trails calling ••• 

44. Fishing in sunlight 
I await the arrival 

65, .l!!._ the gentle rain 
th?gay bachelor buttons bow 
to swaying cosmos of evening's coolness 

• 
45. Stars float in black sky 

the only light from heaven 
Absence of full moon 

66. In purple shadows 
in blue light of the full moon 
the feel of mountains 

46. A rabbit crouches 67. Red, yellow, brown leaves 
Sunday dress for cool morning ••• 
harvest-time delight!· 

where the dustblooms glow, trembling 
beneath the full moon 

47. The first sign of dawn -
magpies flocking together -
a breath of cool wind 

68. Ripe fields harvested 
tall scarecrow looking lonely ••• 
rhythm of cosmos 

48. Watching a star streak 
out of a farflung cosmos -
solitary toad 

69. Silvery full moon 
rays dance over dark tree tops •.•• · 
heavenly rhythm 

49. The coolness of dusk 70. Swift gulls crossing over 
weaving off mist from the lake, 
and September leaves 

in wake of waves made by ship 
a cool day at sea 

50. Through the leafless tree 
more of the cosmos revealed 
by the autumn wind 

71. Oh! grandfather he�r 
I have seen the old homestead 
among cool mountains 

51. Silent summer night; 72. Over the mountains 
not one--star in the heaven 
matches.this full moon 

a giant silver .!!!22!! appears 
to9 bright for my eyes 

52. Full moon again beams 73. Chorus of crickets 
serenading the full moon ••• 
a distant diesel 

on my tucked, sickbed quilt ••• still 
chequered quarantine! 

53. A cool breeze spills light 
down our cascaoing BONSAL •• 
flutters of autumn 

74. Cushioning bare feet, 
coolness of damp maple leaves 
soft beneath my toes 

,54. The living redwood 
impressed by the dead myrtle 
grows towal;(i tomorrow 

75. From his own garden, 
reflecting silent candles-
three purple cosmos 

55. In his book of poems 76. The evening coolness, 
Sl{aying branches of the elm 
let the moonlight through 

pressing a cosmos she wore ••• · 
the sad farewell said 

56. Sailing a·night sky 
dandelion fluff shadows 
across the full moon 

77". Out· in the garden 
cutting the young cosmos blooms�
her grandchild's birthday 

57. 

58 • 

60. 

61. 

Buzzing the cosmos 
(pink, white, lavendar) decides 
white's nectar sweetest 

A full moon rising 
over the distant woodland, 
whippoorwill's call 

. Cool mornings stop fun, Before the sun rise 
no swimming, no sun.bathing my bare feet imprint the cool 
I clos.e windows, doors dew on the dark grass 

Tall showy cosmos... 80. Sandpipers scamper 
splashy palette of colors away from the water's edge--
to paint memories surprisingly cool 

Full moon: I recall ? { "1""""1J.�) 81. The lake's little waves 
Neil Armstrong and his footprints. �break up the full moon int

�
o 

"One small step for man--- � jagged-edged fragments ,i1 
· 

. . . 

Evening breeze off lake 82. The full moon tonight - -
wafts coolness through pagota ✓ silhouetes tree density 
across hot faces pasture grass contrasts 

last evening's high winds . .,;,, ��
.:.Ja 

Mother's· berry pie· 
have bent tall, stately cosmos, \\: 

,, 
6.6'

.....-cooling in kitchen window 
like a�gry s�ogun • �-?-\) blackbirds have party 

Great V-forms of geese f'\ 84. Cosmos growing tall 
waver black calligraphy .la._,./' 

_,II-• with multiple flower hues 
across full moon's face 

� 

lf1"'"' qa,' form radii circle 

.J-t;.f t-1�.j 



I 

85. 

� 
86. 

88. 

Wind-shattered cosmos 
unfolds three petals sunward 
affirming wholeness 

A hint of coolness 
crisping the pallid sunlight 
heralds weather change 

Night sounds ctnclose us 
as voices ebb to silence ••• , 
overhead, full moon 

FatiqUe forgotten ••• 
the i;fummeting mountain stream 
feel of cool mist 

89. Elegant dining 
table's fresh picked centerpiece 
bouquet of cosmos 

90. Darkness suspended 

91. 

full moon makes many moons 
of the pumpkin patch 

September breezes; 
Cosmos still nod by the fence 
in afternoon heat 

In the arena--
the glitter of the cock's 
under a full moon 

eye (f. � 
,t> 

93. 

94

. 
95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

The coolness of dawn; 
� clings to the river reeds 
the ducks stay hidden 

In Novato weeds 
parading performers rest 
the cool apple juice 

With rising full moon 
shadows deepen in town street 
as house lights increase 

Cool is the picture. 
The mountain is snow covered. 
It is Mt. Shasta-.-' 
Cosmos, oh cosmos, 
no flower can compare with 
your showy blossoms 

Full moon, the sixteenth 
I look at the calendar 
and it's September 

This warm starry night 
right on celestial schedule 

·. meteors falling 

Lines ·of dark swallows 
and fields of bright goldenrod 

ending of summer 

A breath of .£9,2.1 air 
wakes me from morning slumber 
natural alarm 

102. Gazing at cosmos 
surmising the counting 
black hairs on.,my cat 

103. I draw still tighter 
with the thin bed covering 
new night air coolness 

104. This cloudy morning 
The ants follow the coolness 
into the kitche 

105. The wordless 
witnessing a 

....,_.,,...,,,.-a. 

a woman in beach 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

After the late show 
stepping on full moon shadows 
in a crowded street 

Cool is the picture. 
The mountain is snow covered. 
It is Mt. Shasta. 

Cosmos, , oh cosmos, 
no flower can compare with 
your showy blossoms. 

Full moon, the sixteenth--
I look at the calendar 
and it's September 

110. The rising full moon 
a rounded, yellow lantern ••• 
winging owl across 

111. First cool in the air! 
Brief respite, yet the herald 
of a regal change 

August ICTGO Haiku: 

1. Buddha looks so warm 
except for the shade you give, 
robin on his nose 

2. Sun is mel��g me-- 10 {R,_n,,J� 
but here you are with your fans, -r, 
little hummingbird 

--

3. "Fire from flint--watch me"��. 
but my Boy Scouts are watching 
some crazy comet 

Watermelon seeds 
( · I#"\ under the redwood table, I � 

a chipmonk sniffing 

Deep in the forest, 9 (� suddenly through the hemlocf-...s 
this bright starry night •• • 

6. Only one sail boat 
moving across Lodgepole Lake, 
summer is ending 

7. Hot still summer days; 
darting blue-green dragonflies 
graceful acrobats 

8. Blue dragonfly wings, 
filling the clear summer.air; 
over murky fish pond 

9. Morning we:t clover, 
white mare and wobbly kneed colt; 
small excited boy 

From England: 

10. Loneliness is when 
silence thunders in your heart 
and the clock falters 

11. Unexpected gift -
the universe drops on mat. 
My closed thoughts open 

From Japan: 
:' 

12. Flying_a�inst wind f (t.u�;/i/ 
and driftmg gradually, I 
crimson dragonflies 

13. Among young students f ( "'f.,,,,...u�) 
gray-haired learning earnesJly, r 

1 

the autumn night school 
� 

�-0
14

· :;%�!�
d

i�;:s face slo�� 

a flash of lightning 



;.-

L. E. Harr 
1. --- 7 
2. --- 7 

� 3. ---@ 
;::_}· Lyon 

j �: ===Jv 6. ---® 
J .. E. Youngblood 

7. --- 4 
8. --- 1 
9. --- 3 

S. Youngdahl 
10. --- 4 11. --- 1 
12. --- 1 

T.·M. Fowler 
1.3. 

� I 14. ---

j 15. --- 7 

J. W. Currier 
16. --- 7 
17. --- 5 
-18. --- 7 

T. Murphy
� 19. --� 

20. ---- 5 
21. --- 3 

K. Ha.le 
22. --- 5 
23. ---. .3 
24. --- .3 

R. Veal 
25. --- 2 
26. --- 1 
27. --- 4 

1978 

Results of July & August's Votes 

L. S. Wind
<{D 28. --- 11 

29. --
JO. --- 1 

G. C. Adams 
.31. --- 1 
32. --- 0 
3.3. --- 2 

J. E. Youngblood 
34. 1 
.35. --- 1 
J6. --- 1 

I. Wolfe 
.37. --- 6 
38. --- 6 
.39. --- 5 

M. G. Skonnord 
40. --- 7 
41. --- .3 
42. --- 5 

K. Thomas 
4.3. --- 2 

44. --- 3 
45. --- O 

E. A. Falkowski 
46. --- 4 
47. --- 2 

E. A. Thompson 
48. --- 7 

R. Stewar

:Cfl)

t 
) 49. -- 19 

50. ---
Youngd.a� 
51. ---® 
52. --- 8 
53. --- 2 

w. E. Fitzpatrick 
54. --- 7 
55. --- 7 
56. --- 5 

L·. S. Winder 
57. -�- � 
58. __ _;<!V 

T. Murphy 
I:':\ 

59. --'--� 
60. --- 8 
61. �-- 1 

I. Wolfe 
62. --- 4 

11> 63. ---® 
L. Giskin 

64. --- 5 
65. --- 4 66. --- 3, 

B. M. Ha.as 

67. --- 2 
68. --- 2 

69. --- 3 
D. A. Wright 

70. --- 5 
71. --- O 

S. Stone 
72. --- 7 
73. --- 1 
74. --- 0 

G. C. Adams 
75. --- 3 
76. --- .3 

B. M. Ha.as 

77. --- 8 
78. --- 5 
79. --- O 

, ., �·•·-- ---·--·· ··- .. -·•----·- �-

B. Leiser 
80. --- .3 
81. --- o 
82. --- 7 

J. Hall � 8.3. ---'-,V 
84. --- 5 
85. --- .3 

E. A. Thom1>son 
86. --- 5 
87. --- 4 

P. Machlililler 
88. ---@ 
89. --- 4 90. ---® 

. D. A. Wright 
91 •. --- 7 

S .. Stone 
92.' --- .3 

�t ===& 
L. Giskin 

95. --- .3 
96. --- 8. 
97. --- o 

B. Swee;ney 
98.' -:--- 5 
99. --- 4 

c. 

', 
M. Bucka� 
100. ---� 

T. Yamagata 
101. --- 5 
102. --- 1 
10.3. --- 4 

Mo "Elliott 
104. --- 4 

Dear Member: 

,. 

Thank you for your comments about our new .KUKO(members' Haiku list) 

We omitted non-KIGO and multi-KIGO(three or more .KIGO) Haiku from 

the last month's .KOKO. we were asked to list all the Haiku so that 

members could select the best, and decide which were faulty. 

Now, we have listed all the Haiku with the KIGO underlined for your 

convenience. (KIGO with broken underline not listed in Haiku Journal) 

Please choose 11 Haiku from the first 111 Ha.iku and 2 from t.he Jast 

14 Haiku, and send your vote to us by September 25th, 1978. Please do 

not vote for your own Haiku. 

From now on when submitting future Haiku, please remember to use a 

8½ X 11 white paper and enclose SASE. Haiku which are not submitted on 

standard paper size by the 25th of the month will not be included in 

the KUKO. 

October KIGO: Pear(not peach), Autumn wind, and Dew. 

• 

I 


